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INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have attracted
much attention in the research community over
the last few years, driven by a wealth of theoreti-
cal and practical challenges and an increasing
number of practical civilian applications. “One
deployment, multiple applications” is an emerg-
ing trend in the development of WSNs, due to
the high cost of deploying hundreds and thou-
sands of sensor nodes over a wide geographical
area and the application-specific nature of task-
ing a WSN [1]. Such a trend requires sensor
nodes to have various capabilities to handle mul-
tiple applications. However, it is infeasible to
store the programs required to run every possi-
ble application in the local memory of embed-
ded sensors, as these devices generally have tight
memory constraints. The use of mobile agents to
dynamically deploy new applications in WSNs is
proving to be an effective method to address this
challenge. A mobile agent is a special kind of

software or computer program that migrates
between the nodes of a network to perform a
task (or tasks) autonomously and intelligently, in
response to changing conditions in the network
environment, to realize the objectives of the
agent dispatcher. Mobile agents have been found
to be particularly useful in facilitating efficient
data fusion and dissemination in WSNs [1–10].

Figure 1a shows the traditional data dissemi-
nation method that follows the client-server
based paradigm, where the occurrences of cer-
tain events trigger surrounding source nodes to
collect and send data to the sink individually. In
the client-server paradigm, the number of data
flows is generally equal to the number of the
source nodes, leading to high bandwidth and
energy consumption. Furthermore, this approach
could lead to unbalanced energy consumption in
the network, due to the fact that nodes closer to
the sink forward more data on behalf of other
nodes. In the mobile agent-based approach illus-
trated in Fig. 1b, the sink node sends a mobile
agent to the target region to visit the source
nodes one by one. The sensed data is reduced
and aggregated by the agent and then sent back
to the sink as instructed by the mobile agent,
yielding a single traffic flow instead of multiple
ones. The motivation for using mobile agents in
WSNs has been extensively studied in [5]. How-
ever, there are also some disadvantages of using
mobile agents in particular scenarios, such as
code caching and with regard to security issues.

In this article, we provide a survey of the
main applications of mobile agents in WSNs and
of the research issues in their development. We
describe applications and architectures of mobile
agent-based data dissemination in WSNs. Mobile
agent itinerary planning approaches are
described. We discuss the design of mobile agent
middleware systems and corresponding mobile
agent cooperation. We then conclude the article.

APPLICATIONS OF MOBILE AGENTS

The benefits of applying mobile agent systems in
WSNs are mainly twofold. First, they can poten-
tially reduce bandwidth consumption by moving
the data processing elements to the location of
the sensed data, whose transmissions in the raw
otherwise would incur most of the energy expen-
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ditures of the nodes. This is highly appealing
when large amounts of data have been collected
and must be disseminated to the sink. In addi-
tion, mobile agent systems introduce a higher
degree of WSN re-tasking flexibility, compared
to other approaches, and facilitate collaborative
information processing. In light of these aspects,
we describe two archetypal WSN applications in
which the use of mobile agent technology proves
to be an efficient solution. In practice, several
other WSN issues, such as routing and data
fusion can be effectively tackled by mobile agent
systems.

VISUAL SENSOR NETWORK
Recent advances in hardware miniaturization
have allowed the implementation of sensor
devices that support the use of specialized add-
on modules for imagery applications. For exam-
ple, the Cyclops image capturing and inference
module can be interfaced with popular WSN
devices, such as Crossbow’s MICA2 and MICAz
for image sensing applications [11]. The avail-
ability of such lightweight and inexpensive imag-
ing hardware has fostered the development of
visual sensor networks that enable retrieval of
video streams and still images from sensor nodes.
In fact, mobile agents have been found especial-
ly useful in visual sensor networks [1]. Because
the amount of data generated by an image sen-
sor is generally very large, transmitting whole
pictures not only consumes much bandwidth and
energy, but also may be unnecessary if the sink
must evaluate only a certain region of interest
(ROI) in the picture. Figure 2 illustrates an
application of mobile agents in visual sensor net-
works. Here, a mobile agent that carries image
segmentation codes is dispatched to the target
region to visit the image sensors one by one, col-
lecting image data from their corresponding
ROI. Thus, the large volume of imagery data at
each sensor node in the target region is reduced
to a much smaller one. When the circumstances
surrounding the environment being sensed have

changed substantially, new mobile agent(s) that
carry different image segmentation algorithm(s)
can be dispatched to re-task specific image sen-
sors to keep the image processing code working
efficiently.

TARGET TRACKING
In [2], mobile agents are employed to track the
location of a target and report it to a location
server periodically by employing a simple local-
ization algorithm called trilateration. In this
approach, a node relies on location measure-
ment information from itself and two of its
neighbors to estimate the target location, as
illustrated in Fig. 3a (1). Here, the three circles

n Figure 1. Data dissemination in WSNs: a) client-server-based paradigm; b) mobile-agent-based paradigm.
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indicate possible target positions based on mea-
surements from three mobile agents. One is the
mother agent, and the other two are child agents
that have been invited by the mother agent to
cooperatively position the object. In Fig. 3a (1),
the mother agent residing at node A dispatches
child agents to nodes B and C to help locate the
target. When the target moves away from node
B, the received signal level at B will be reduced,
and when the signal level falls below a threshold,
the child agent at B is revoked, and a new child
agent is dispatched to D, as shown in Fig. 3a (2).
As the target passes node C, the mother agent
itself will lose the tracking, in which case it will
migrate to C. All old child agents are revoked,
and new child agents will be dispatched by the
new mother agent to nodes D and E, as shown
in Fig. 3a (3). While Fig. 3a shows the case in
which the mother agent cooperates with only
two child agents, more child agents can be
employed to improve the positioning accuracy.

By comparison, Xu et al. [3] proposed a dif-
ferent application of mobile agents for target
tracking. As illustrated in Fig. 3b, after a new
target is detected, a mobile agent is dispatched
to track the roaming path of the target. When
the agent migrates to a sensor node, it gathers
data to progressively increase the accuracy of
recognizing the object. After the achieved accu-
racy exceeds a certain threshold and satisfies the
requirement of object recognition, the mobile
agent terminates the tracking process and
returns the collected results to the sink node.
Thus, the overhead associated with unnecessary
data gathering and agent migration is avoided.

ARCHITECTURE OF MOBILE AGENT-BASED
DATA DISSEMINATION IN WSNS

According to the structure of a WSN, we divide
the mobile agent-based paradigm into two cate-
gories: the architecture in a hierarchical WSN
and the architecture in a flat WSN. In a hierar-
chical WSN, the roles or capabilities of the
nodes are not equal, whereas the roles or capa-
bilities of all nodes are identical in a flat sensor
network.

ARCHITECTURE IN HIERARCHICAL
SENSOR NETWORKS

In a hierarchical WSN (e.g., a clustered WSN),
the operation of a mobile agent is simplified. In
[4], two hybrid mobile agent-based methods are

proposed in clustered WSNs. In an intra-cluster
method, each cluster head dispatches a mobile
agent that visits all of the cluster members one
by one to collect and aggregate data. When a
mobile agent returns to its corresponding cluster
head, it sends the aggregated data back to the
processing center (i.e., the sink node). In con-
trast, an inter-cluster method does not involve
mobile agent operations within a cluster; instead,
a mobile agent migrates among cluster heads
and the processing center.

The intra-cluster approach favors the sce-
nario where the number of nodes within a clus-
ter is large, but the number of cluster heads is
small. In comparison, the inter-cluster approach
is more effective when the number of nodes
within a cluster is relatively small.

Setting up and maintaining special structures
in a hierarchical WSN may require a lot of con-
trol overhead. This limitation can be addressed
by a flat WSN structure that may be suitable for
a wide range of sensor applications. The follow-
ing section introduces mobile agent architectures
in flat WSNs.

ARCHITECTURE IN FLAT SENSOR NETWORKS
A mobile agent-based distributed sensor network
(MADSN) [5] was the first proposed mobile
agent-based paradigm that could be adopted in
both hierarchical and flat WSNs. As in the flat
WSNs shown in Fig. 4a, the sink (i.e., the pro-
cessing center in [5]) dispatches a specific num-
ber of mobile agents to directly collect data in
the target region. In [5], source nodes are
assumed to be in proximity to the sink. In a case
where source nodes are far away from the sink,
each agent carrying the mobile code can migrate
a long distance before visiting the first source
node. The large overhead of sending the mobile
codes from the sink every time is not only unnec-
essary, but also weakens the benefit of using
mobile agents. Thus, we propose a novel archi-
tecture called mobile agent-based WSN
(MAWSN) [6].

To better illustrate the agent operation in
MAWSN, we give the following analogy. As
shown in Fig. 4b, only one mobile agent, referred
to as the mother agent, is dispatched from the
sink to the target region. The mother agent is
analogous to an aircraft carrier. Initially, the
mother agent carries the mobile code to a node
within the target region and stays there, similar
to an aircraft carrier anchoring in the opera-
tional theatre. Then, the mother agent launches
a number of child agents to execute specific

n Figure 3. Illustration of two target tracking applications: a) geographical location tracking; b) object recognition.
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task(s) in sensor nodes within the target region.
A child agent, similar to an aircraft going to spe-
cific targets, will visit the assigned set of source
nodes one by one in a round of data collection
and aggregation and carry the collected data
either to the mother agent or to the sink direct-
ly. To initiate new rounds of data collection, new
child agents are launched periodically by the
mother agent according to the desired data
reporting rate. To reduce latency, multiple child
agents also can be launched by the mother agent
simultaneously to carry out task(s) in parallel. In
MAWSN, the use of mobile agents enables three
levels of information redundancy reduction [6]
as follows:
• Node level: The raw data, generated by individ-

ual source nodes, are reduced by child agent-
assisted local processing. Then, only relevant
information is forwarded to the sink.

• Child agent level: It has been shown that when
nodes are in close geographical proximity,
their measurements display a high degree of
correlation. Thus, data aggregation is per-
formed to reduce the redundancy of the sen-
sory data from a single event when the child
agent visits source nodes in the vicinity of the
event one by one.

• Mother agent level: After multiple child agents
return to the mother agent, the mother agent
can further reduce the redundancy that exists
in the collected data by various child agents.

ITINERARY PLANNING

We define an itinerary [3] as the route followed
during mobile agent migration. Itinerary plan-
ning includes the following two issues that can
be addressed by the sink or by the mobile agent
autonomously:
• Selection of the set of the source nodes to be

visited by the mobile agent
• Determination of a source-visiting sequence in

an energy-efficient manner
The order in which a mobile agent visits the
selected source nodes can have a significant
impact on energy consumption. Finding an opti-
mal source-visiting sequence is a non-determinis-
tic polynomial-time (NP)-complete problem. The
sequence can be fixed, dynamic, or a combina-
tion thereof based on the information of one-
hop neighbors and/or the information from

previously visited nodes piggybacked by the
mobile agent. Itinerary planning can be catego-
rized as:
• Static planning, where the agent itinerary is

totally determined by the sink node before the
agent is dispatched.

• Dynamic planning, where the mobile agent
autonomously determines the source nodes to
be visited and the route of migration accord-
ing to the current network status.

• Hybrid planning, where the set of source nodes
to be visited is decided by the sink, and the
source-visiting sequence is determined dynam-
ically by the mobile agent.

Static Planning — Static planning makes use of
current global network information and derives
an efficient agent path at the dispatcher before
the mobile agents are sent. Two approaches,
local closest first (LCF) and global closest first
(GCF), have been proposed [12]. Assuming both
algorithms start at the same sensor node closest
to the dispatcher, LCF searches for the next
node with the shortest distance to the current
node, whereas GCF searches for the next node
closest to the dispatcher. When source nodes
intend to form multiple clusters with similar dis-
tance to the sink, GCF causes zigzag routing due
to the itinerary fluctuations among those clus-
ters. This limitation can be addressed by LCF,
which may be suitable for a wide range of sce-
narios.

In [7], a genetic algorithm for mobile agent
itinerary planning in WSNs is presented. It
assumes that each node cannot be visited repeat-
edly to shorten the search space. Although glob-
al optimization can be achieved using the genetic
algorithm, it is not a lightweight solution that is
suitable for sensor nodes constrained in energy
supply; a way for the source and sink nodes to
determine the global network status remains a
challenge.

Dynamic Planning — Because the global informa-
tion collected at the sink may become out-dated
due to changes over the network as the agent
migrates, a static itinerary may become sub-opti-
mal in a dynamic WSN. In contrast, dynamic
planning enables the mobile agent to determine
the next node to visit at each stop of its migra-
tion path. The derivation of a dynamic agent

n Figure 4. Mobile-agent-based architecture in flat sensor networks: a) MADSN; b) MAWSN.
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route must take into consideration the trade-offs
between the cost of migration and the benefit of
the migration accuracy. In [3], a dynamic plan-
ning method is proposed to achieve progressive
fusion accuracy at a minimal expense of
resources. The dynamic planning approach seeks
the sensor node that
• Has the largest available energy remaining
• Requires the least energy consumption for the

agent’s migration
• Provides the greatest amount of information

gain
As discussed earlier, the mobile agent always
should try to migrate to a sensor node that
increases the accuracy progressively so that the
number of nodes that the mobile agent must
visit to recognize the object is reduced.

Hybrid Planning — In hybrid planning, the selec-
tion of the source-visiting set is static, whereas
the decision of the source-visiting sequence is
dynamic. In [1], a hybrid planning scheme called
mobile agent-based directed diffusion (MADD)
is proposed. In MADD, if the sources in the tar-
get region detect an event of interest, they flood
exploratory packets to the sink individually.
Based on these exploratory packets, the sink
statically selects the sources that will be visited
by a mobile agent, which autonomously decides
on the source-visiting sequence as it migrates
among the nodes in the source-visiting set. As a
result, the mobile agent follows a cost-efficient
path among target sensors in MADD.

MIDDLEWARE LAYER DESIGN

Mobile agents are often implemented as middle-
ware. Middleware is used widely in computing
systems to bridge the gap between the operating
system and high-level components and to facili-
tate the development and deployment of appli-
cations. Mobile-agent middleware designed for

deployment over resource-rich wireline networks
can easily provide enough functionality to per-
form a wide variety of tasks. However, the severe
hardware and energy limitations in WSNs lead
to many technical challenges in designing a prac-
tical wireless sensor network mobile-agent mid-
dleware system (WMS). A WMS provides a
platform to support mobile agents to perform
application-specific tasks, while enabling rapid
application development in WSNs. Trade-offs
arise from the requirement to drastically simplify
the design due to the resource constraints, while
maintaining a degree of functionality that is suf-
ficient to warrant its application in WSNs. Sen-
sorWare [8] and Agilla [9] are pioneer
frameworks in WMS design that will be reviewed
in this section together with more current devel-
opments.

One way to achieve the goal of simplifying a
WMS while keeping re-tasking flexible is by aug-
menting the WMS language constructs, especial-
ly to make the task control part of the agents
more expressive. This approach not only helps to
reduce the size of an agent code, but also simpli-
fies the design of the code interpreter itself,
while promoting the use of native function
libraries. Consequently, programmers imple-
menting WSN applications might rely on pre-
existing node functionality that the agents can
employ in-situ, relieving the agents of low-level
chores and reducing the size of the agent code.

However, the previous reasoning might not
always apply. For instance, the resources of the
WSN nodes might be severely constrained so as
to limit the number of native library functions.
In these cases, the use of low-level language con-
structs to enable fine-tuned control of specific
tasks by the agents becomes more appealing, at
the expense of a more complex code interpreter.

The task control capabilities of a WMS
should thus cater to the requirements of the
intended application. We can categorize WMS
designs as being coarse-grained, which employ a
high-level of code abstraction for task control, or
as fine-grained, where the code abstraction is at a
low-level. For example, a high-level language
construct similar to a tool command language
tool kit (TCL/TK) is employed in SensorWare
[8], where a single code expression can encom-
pass a number of lower-level tasks. In contrast,
Agilla [9] employs mostly low-level code instruc-
tions, similar to the assembly code employed to
program microprocessors.

Depending on the resource constraints of the
WSN nodes, the task control can be geared
toward distributed task coordination, or local
processing of data, as summarized in Fig. 5a.
Fine-grained task control leads to a higher level
of program execution flexibility, but also to a
potentially longer program, especially if the
WMS is designed to work with interpreted code
scripts. Evidently, this would lead to a more
complex WMS overall, which ultimately has an
impact on the node resources. Conversely, a
coarse-grained model leads to simple programs
(or mobile codes) that instruct the nodes as to
what must be done, while promoting the use of
native library functions in the nodes that execute
faster. As a result, the WMS complexity and the
size of a mobile agent can be potentially low-

n Figure 5. WMS programming guideline: a) task control model; b) trade-off
map.
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ered, at the expense of less flexibility in task con-
trol and re-tasking. As seen in Fig. 5b, suitable
WMS design trade-offs should attempt to satisfy
application specific delay and re-tasking require-
ments while saving energy consumption as much
as possible, depending on the capabilities of the
sensor nodes.

The previous arguments demonstrate that a
WMS is most suitable for applications where the
WSN relies heavily on collaborative information
processing, as in [5]. It is also apparent that a
WMS must be designed with the WSN resource
constraints in mind, while preserving as much
functionality as possible to promote program-
ming flexibility. Both SensorWare and Agilla
have made great strides in accomplishing this
objective by enabling collaborations among
agents deployed as mobile scripts, as well as the
re-tasking of a WSN as required by the users.
However, these are intended for use in distinct
hardware platforms: Agilla employs assembly-
like language constructs for fine-grained task
control over the popular but severely resource-
constrained Crossbow motes; SensorWare, with
improved coarse-grained task processing capabil-
ities, targets WSNs with nodes richer in hard-
ware resources.

To develop a more powerful agent-processing
platform for WSNs, we proposed Wireless SEn-
sor Mobile AgeNts (WISEMAN) [10] that aims
to support coarse-grained task coordination as in
SensorWare, but with the ability to function over
resource-constrained nodes, as Agilla does. This
is accomplished by a novel approach whereby a
multi-agent application is realized using lan-
guage constructs for the mobile codes that
include the propagation strategy and collabora-
tion technique at a high-level. Therefore, a
coarse-grained approach is provided for the
agent task control over the WSN as an aggre-
gate, whereas limited fine-grained control is pro-
vided to define the thresholds upon which agents
make certain decisions (e.g., when a certain con-
dition has been met, or when a task has been
completed). As a result, agent code is further
compacted, and task control flexibility is pre-
served. WISEMAN is a work in progress for
which experimental implementations are being
built for evaluation.

MULTIPLE AGENTS COOPERATION

Mobile agents can work either as single process-
ing units or as a distributed collection of compo-
nents that can cooperate to achieve a given task.
The requirement to provide the means for agent
cooperation is an important consideration in
WMS design, because this communications
mechanism has been shown to reduce energy
consumption in the WSN [2, 8, 9]. In addition,
multi-agent cooperation facilitates the imple-
mentation of agent codes that perform other
WSN-related tasks, such as routing. In fact, early
research on the subject showed measurable
improvements that were directly attributed to a
decoupled agent cooperation mechanism in a
network mapping system. In essence, informa-
tion sharing enables agents to learn what other
agents have already learned, enabling a faster
task completion time, potential bandwidth sav-

ings, and energy conservation from which WSNs
can benefit. Consequently, multi-agent coopera-
tion potentially can enable a WSN to perform
tasks faster and more efficiently by sharing infor-
mation between agents.

The type of information exchanged by agents
might range from simple Boolean values, to
complex pre-processed data. This data can be
reprocessed later by other agents until the
desired result is obtained and can serve as a ref-
erence for making decisions in the evolution of
the current distributed task. A popular commu-
nication mechanism employed by agent systems
is the tuple-space, in which typified information
is stored at the nodes for other agents to refer
to or to modify in a time-decoupled manner.
For example, an agent can store a set of three
variables representing certain values (e.g.,
<string agentName, double time, bool
foundResult>), whose semantic meaning has
been predefined and other agents know how to
access. Since data left at a node by an agent
might not be accessed by another agent until
later, this kind of decoupled information is use-
ful in applications that are not constrained to
tight timing requirements; that is, the signifi-
cance of the data values deteriorates slowly with
time, compared to the time granularity of the
events being monitored [9].

However, the use of tuple-spaces clearly
introduces a certain amount of memory and
data processing overhead into the WMS archi-
tecture, which calls for a trade-off analysis
between system overhead versus performance
benefits. On the other hand, direct agent com-
munications might be necessary under either
tight timing constraints (as required by real-
time applications), or when not doing so would
lead to significant use of resources, such as
memory or bandwidth. For example, a WSN
tasked for image evaluation, as explained previ-
ously, might deploy a tightly coupled set of
agents searching for evidence of a certain event
that was recorded in the form of an image. In
this case, agents might directly signal each
other with a simple true/false value to indicate
whether they were successful in their quest at
the current node and as an indication that the
search may be required to be extended. In gen-
eral, WMSs might rely on several agent cooper-
ation mechanisms to accomplish the objectives
of the WSN applications.

CONCLUSION

In general, agent systems can effectively over-
come the shortcomings found in other types of
problem-solving techniques for WSNs, where
bandwidth and power consumption are the main
concerns. In this article, we surveyed the major
aspects pertaining to mobile agent system
deployment over WSNs in terms of applications,
architecture, itinerary planning, a middleware
system, and multiple agent cooperation. In Fig.
6a, we summarize the core design issues with
respect to several mobile agent system compo-
nents. In Fig. 6b, we categorize the existing work
in terms of the core design components. With
regard to applications, measurable bandwidth
savings can be attained either when large
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amounts of data are locally processed as instruct-
ed by agent codes, or when deployment of a pro-
grammable approach that enables task autonomy
is required. To this effect, efficient designs for
the core components are required to support the
scheme being followed by the agent-based appli-
cation when tackling a particular type of prob-
lem. Similarly, the WSN application has a direct
influence on the type of communications mecha-
nism employed by the mobile agent system to
perform its task efficiently. However, their appli-
cability mainly is warranted not only by the over-
all energy savings they introduce, but also by the
extra flexibility they offer when coping with fre-
quent and/or unexpected aspects of the event
being sensed that other types of approaches are
unable to address efficiently.
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n Figure 6. Outline for mobile-agent-based system design in WSNs: a) core
design components; b) classification and comparison of existing protocols.
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